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ASYMPTOTIC VALUES OF MODULUS 1

OF BLASCHKE PRODUCTS

BY

K.-K. LEUNG AND C. N. LINDEN

ABSTRACT. A sufficient condition is found for each subproduct of a

Blaschke product to have an asymptotic value of modulus 1 along a prescribed

arc of a specified type in the unit disc.   The condition obtained is found to be

necessary in the case of further restrictions of the arc, and the two results give

rise to a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of ¡Ty-limits of

modulus 1 for Blaschke products.

1. Introduction. A sequence  {an} of complex numbers in the unit disc D

is a Blaschke sequence if 2~=1 (1 - |a„|) converges. If {an} is a Blaschke se-

quence of nonzero numbers, the associated Blaschke product is defined by the

formula

-                     ~   \a„ I (a„ - z)
B(2, {a„}) = u b(z, an)=U — '-—•

n=l " = 1 "n   (1 - zan)

Without loss of generality we always deal with Blaschke products of this type.

It is well known that B(z, {an}) is regular in D and that the radial limit

limr_>1_0t9(re'9, {an}) exists and has modulus 1 for almost every 6 in (-it, it].

Cargo [1] has generalised the concept of radial limit as follows. For a

given number f on D\D let

R(m, f, 7) = {z: 1 - U\ >/n|arg(Fz)l7, 0 < |z|< 1},

where arg(fz) denotes a number in (-tt, it], and m and y ire positive. The

function B(z, {a„}) is said to have a Ty-limit L at J if and only if

(1.1) lim B(z, {a„})
z-»-$-,zeÄ(m,?,7)

exists and is equal to L for each positive number m. The following theorem is

due to Cargo.

Theorem A. // {a„} is a Blaschke sequence, f GD\D, y > 1, a«cf
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(1.2) £      ^i^1      <oo
„=i U-Kl7

then B(z, {an}) and all its subproducts have Ty-limits of modulus 1 at f.

Frostman [2] had earlier proved that, when y = 1, (1.2) is a necessary

and sufficient condition for B(z, {an}) and all its subproducts to have radial

limits of modulus 1 at f; a theorem of Lindelof [3, p. 301] shows that this, in

turn, is a necessary and sufficient condition for B(z, {a„}) and all its subproducts

to have Tx -limits of modulus 1 at f. When y > 1  the condition (1.2) is not

necessary for B(z, {an}) and all its subproducts to have a Ty-limit at the point

f, as is seen from the following result proved by Linden and Somadasa [4] when

t > Vt(y + 1) and by Protas [5] when t > 1.

Theorem B. Let y > 1. // f G D\D then, for each t in (1, <*>), there

exists a Blaschke product B(z, {an}) suchthat B(z, {an}) and each of its sub-

products has a Ty-limit of modulus 1 at f while

^    1 - b J

„=l II -fa„r

The purpose of this paper is to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions

for a Blaschke product and its subproducts to have limits of modulus 1 along

arcs in D which have just one endpoint on D\D.  Without loss of generality we

will suppose henceforth that this endpoint is the point 1, the amendments needed

to the statements and proofs of our results to deal with other endpoints being

obvious.  Although we bear in mind the case of the 77-limit the main result can

be obtained for more general types of limit as follows.

Theorem 1. (i) Let 0<d0<ir, and let r: (0, 0O) —* (0, 1) define an

l*- {r(0)e'9:0G(O,0o)} i

is a Blaschke sequence such that

arc T= {r(Ö)e'9:0G(O,Öo)} in D suchthat ame^0r(9)= 1. // {/•„/"}

oo 1   —r

(1-4) Z  -2-<-,
«-1 |1 -rne'9»|

(1.5) limF(0) = O,
e-»o

where

then

I-'«

m   y2eJ:<2öi-K0) + i0-0„r
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(1.6) lim      B(z, {£„})
z->i,zsr

exists and has modulus I for each subsequence  {bn}  of {rne' "}.

(ii) // the arc F is defined as in (i), and r satisfies a Lipschitz condition

(1.7) KO) - r(9')\ < K\9 - 0'|,       0, 9' G (0, 0O),

for some constant K, then the existence of the limit (1.6) with modulus 1 for
iß

each subsequence  {bn} of [rne  "} implies that both (1.4) and (1.5) hold

From this we readily deduce the following theorem for Ty-limits by putting

r(9) = 1 - 07 in Theorem 1, using an analogous result with

r(9) = 1 - |0T   when 0 G (-90, 0),

and making application of a theorem of Lindelof [3, p. 303].

Theorem 2. If y > I  a necessary and sufficient condition for
iß

B(z, {rne  "}) and all its subproducts to have a Ty-limit of modulus 1 at the

point 1  is that (1.4) holds and

Zl ~rn
-> 0   as 0 —> 0 + 0.

%e<\en\<2e 0? + |0 - |0j|

It is clear that Cargo's Theorem A can be obtained readily as a corollary of

Theorem 2, and we shall see also that Theorem B can be sharpened as follows.

Corollary 1. For each point f i>i D\D there is a Blaschke sequence

{a„} for which (1.3) holds for each t in (l,°°) while each subproduct of

B(z, {an}) has a Ty-limit of modulus 1 at f for each y in (1,°°).

We also note, without proof, the following immediate corollary which re-

lates the existence of 77-limits to the existence of limits for particular regions of

the type R(m, f, 7).

Corollary 2. Let 7>1. If the limit (1.1) exists and has modulus I

for  {a„} and all its subsequences for one positive value of m then the limit

exists and has modulus 1 for all positive values of m.

Finally we note the following result for Blaschke products with zeros re-

stricted to the lower half of the unit disc.

Corollary 3. Let  {an} be a Blaschke sequence with each of its members

contained in D n {z: lz < 0}, and let F be any path in D D {z: \z > 0} the

points of whose closure meets D only in the point 1.   Then the following are

equivalent.
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(i) B(z, {a„}) and all its subproducts have radial limits of modulus 1 at the

point 1,

(ii) the limit (1.6) exisis and has modulus 1 for each subsequence {bn}

of {a„}.

The proof that (ii) implies (i) is well known [3, p. 301]. The proof

that (i) implies (ii) is immediate since F(0) is identically zero and, as we have

noted earlier, condition (i) implies (1.4).

The methods employed here give rise to certain sufficient conditions relat-

ing to the limits of derivatives of Blaschke products along the arcs F of the type

considered in Theorem 1 (i). The results in this case are not as complete as in the

case of Theorem 1, and their relevance to other known theorems is discussed in

§4.

2. The proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the fol-

lowing lemma, which shows the effect of conditions of the type (1.6) on cer-

tain terms of the Blaschke product.

Lemma 1. Let  {an} be a nonzero Blaschke sequence such that

iß
Let r satisfy the conditions of Theorem l(i).  Then if e > 0 and a„ = rne  "

(-it < 9n < n) there is a positive number <p such that

IT b(z,an)- u b(\,an)
n=l,9„S('/j0,2ö) n=l

< e8e - 1 + 2e,

when z = r(9)ew,Q<9 <<p.

The condition (2.1) implies the existence of Il™=16(l,a„) and the exis-

tence of a natural number N such that

(2-2)

(2.3)

V     1"k"1  ^

n=N+l  II     an

u  b(\,an)- fi  b(\,an) <e.

N

n
n=l n=l

There exists also a positive number <p0, less than Vm, such that

ft  b(z, an) -f[b(\, an)\ <e,        z = r(9)eie, % <r(9) < 1,
N

n
n=l n=l

when 0 < 0 < i^o-
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We consider further the product

P(z) = II b(z, a„)
n=N+l,6nG(Vie,26)

n
n=N+l,8n&(Vid,2e)   (

(l-|gw|)(l+ze-,g")

1 -za„

For each term in this product we have &|0J < |0 - 0„| < 3tt/2, so that

11 -zaj2 = (1 -rrn)2 + 4/-r„ sin2 »¿(0 - 0„) > (1 -rn)2 + r„sin2l/40„

> (1 - rn)2 + V*rn sin2 %0„ > ^ Il - a„ I2,

where z = r(9)eie = reie. Hence

z
n=AT+l,e„Ö('/20,2e)

-/9,
(1-M0+«   ")

1 -za.
<

1 - W

n=JV+l  II     aJ
<8e,

from which we obtain \P(z) - 1| < e8e - 1.

We now put <p = min(^0, fcfy; j=\,2,--;N, 9f > 0).   Then if 0 < 0 < <¿>

and 0n G 040, 20) we have 0 < 0„ < 20 < 2<p, that is, n > N. Hence the ine-

quality 0 < 0 < y implies

n     *<?.«„)- n 6(i, «„)
«=i,e„ö('/2e,20) n = l

AT

u b(z, a„) - u b(z, a A
n=l,0„S('/20,20) n=l I

u b(z,an)- IT 6(1, o
n=\ n=\

n *o.«„)- ñ *o.«„)
n=l n=l

<|/>(z)-l| + 2e<e8e-l + 2e,

as stated. Thus we have proved Lemma 1.

We now consider the sufficiency of the conditions (1.4) and (1.5) for the

existence of the limit (1.6) when F satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 (i).

Lemma 1 shows that we need only show that

oo

Px(z)= Il b(z,a„)
n=i,0„e(y20,20)

has limit 1 as 0 —* 0.

Without loss of generality we suppose that   % <r„ < 1.  If 0„ G QÁ9, 20)

then, when r = r(9) > 54,
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11 -zä-„|2 = (1 -rr„)2 + 4rr„sin2^(0 - 0„)

>(l-r)2+((0-0„)/7T)2

>Hrr-2(l-/-+|0-0„|)2.

Hence, bearing in mind the relation (1.5), we can find a positive number <p

such that

t \l-b(z,an)\<2^2iT       Z        i-o.+ Jlo i<e
n=l,0„e('/20,20) >/20<0„<20  l      rT'°      an<

when 0 < 9 < <p, and this leads to  Px(z) - 1| < ee - 1.  Combining this with

the result of Lemma 1, and using the notation of the proof of that lemma, we

finally obtain

Il b(z,a„)- Ub(l,an)
n=l n=l

< Il b(z,an)- u b(z,an)
n = l n=l,0„Q(Vi0,20)

Il b(z,an)~ IT b(\,an)
n=l,0„S(y20,20) n=l

< \Px(z) - 1| + 2e + e8e - 1< ee + 2e + e8e - 2,

when 0 < 0 < min(<¿>, ¡p). Thus we have that the conditions (1.4) and (1.5)

are sufficient for the limit (1.6) to exist and to be equal to 5(1, {an}). The

proof given applies to any subproduct of B(z, {an}), so that Theorem l(i) has

been proved.

We next prove Theorem l(i) by considering the necessity of the conditions

(1.4) and (1.5) for the limit (1.6) to exist and have modulus 1 for each subse-

quence   {bn} of  {a„}  when F satisfies the further restriction indicated.  If

(1.4) does not hold a well-known theorem of Frostman [2] shows that some

subproduct of B(z, {an}) fails to have a radial limit of modulus 1 at 1. Conse-

quently an application of Lindelofs theorem [3, p. 301] shows that such a sub-

product does not have a limit of modulus 1 as z —*■ 1  along the arc F =

[r(9)eie:9G(0,90)}.

Hence we examine the situation in which (1.4) holds but (1.5) does not.
in

If we put a„ = rne  " and

G(9) =

H(9)

(l-rn)(l-r(9))

V20<0„<20 (1 -r(0) + |0 - 0„|)2

£ d-r„)|0-0J

V20<0„<29 (l -r(0)+ I0-0„I)2
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we have that either 67(0) or H(9) does not have a zero limit as 9 —*■ 0.  Let

us consider first the former case.

Under our assumption there is a positive number p such that G(9) > p

for a set F of positive numbers 0 with 0 as an accumulation point.  Now

(l-r2)(l-r2) )
\B(reie, {a„})|2 <       U        !l

V40<0„<20   ( (1 -rr„)2 +Arrnsin2 Wß -6n)\

But the condition (1.7) implies that \r(9n) - r(9)\ <K\9 - 0„|, while Lindelof's

theorem, together with the assumption that the limit (1.6) is nonzero implies

that rn > r(9n), except for a finite number of integers n. With the exception of

these integers, we deduce that

(2.4) 1 -r„ < 1 - r(0„) < 1 - r(9) + K\d - 0„|,

from which we obtain

(1 -rrn)2 + 4/r„sin2^(0 - 0„) < (1 -r + 1 -r„ + |0 - 0„|)2

<(2 + K)2(l-r+|0-0„|)2.

Hence, for sufficiently small values of 0 in F, we have

IF(re", {a„})|2 <       IT       expf-        K—'      ,}< exp
(l-r)(l-r„)        )

+ K)2(l-r + \9-9n\)2)

-P

Vi0<0„<20       (   (2 + K)2(l-r + \9-9„\)2) (2 + K)2

so that the limit (1.6), if it exists, cannot have modulus 1. This implies that

(2.5) lim G(9) = 0.
0->O

Finally we consider the case in which (1.6) and (2.5) hold, but H(9)

does not have a zero limit as 0 —*■ 0.  In this case we construct a subproduct of

B(z, {an}) which does not have the appropriate limit.

If H(9) does not have a zero limit as 0 —*■ 0 then either

(2.6) E    «-'nW„-e)

0<0„<20 (1 -r + 0„ -0)2
or

(2.7) 53      (l-r„)(0-0„)

Vi8<en<e (1 -r + 9 -9n)2

does not have a zero limit as 0 —► 0. We suppose, without loss of generality,

that it is the former.

By the condition (2.5), and consideration of the terms G(9„), we have

l-'„
lim 1   -rid   \ = °»

»l-»~,0„>O  !      r\Pn)

and we can use (2.4) to obtain
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1 -r.

(2-8) nJmn>ol-r(0) + |0-0„l=°'

the limit being uniform with respect to 0 on some interval (0, t) of positive

length.  Since we also have

l-r(9) + \9„-9\ *1'

there exists a positive constant # and a subsequence  {p„e"/'"} of  {a„}   such

that

(2.9) q<      Z        (1~P")(^"g)      <*<*.
e<*„<26 (l - r(0) + v?„ - 0)2

for a set F' of positive values 0 having 0 as an accumulation point. The set E'

will contain a sequence  {\¡Jk} such that 0 < \pk+1 < V*^k for k — 1, 2, • • '■,

and we define a subset   {</„} of {a„} to consist of the set U¡t=i ÍPne'*":

The condition (1.4) implies that if F(z, {£?„}) has a limit as z —► 1

along T then this limit is 5(1, {d„}). However, by Lemma 1, we can show that

B(z, {dn}) does not have this limit by verifying that the argument of

(2.10) Il b(z, dn)
argd„e(V20,20)

does not have 0 as a limit (modulo 2tt) as 0 —*■ 0 through values in the sequence

{**}■

Let dn = T„ei£" for n = 1, 2, • • \ It is well known [2] that the argu-

ment of the product (2.10) is

rsina„-0)(l-r2)
S(9) =       Z arc sin

K0<{„<20 \z -dn\\\ -zdn\

By our choice of the sequence  {dn} we have

w. , v .   rsin(£„-<//fc)(l-r2)
5(wfc) =      2-      arcsin "

*fc<{„<2*fc \zk-dn\\\-zkd~n\

The condition (2.8) shows that

|zfc - dn\ ~ II - zkïïn I ~ II - K*fc) + '<*„ - **) I

as k—► °°, for all £„ in the relevant ranges (\pk,2\pk). Hence, for sufficiently

large values of k, we have

sin(£„ - i//fc)(l -T„)
■S(<M = (2 + 5(fc))        Z        arcsin

*fc<ïn<2** U-K*fc) + ift«-^*)l
2
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where limk^,„8(k) = 0.  Since

£ 0 - Wk) + %n - 4>k) < U - K*¿ + ((Un - **)l < 1 - K#») + ïn - **

for associated values of « and &, the inequalities (2.9) show that S(\¡>k) lies be-

tween q and 8q for sufficiently large values of k.  But we have supposed that

0<<7<7r/4. Hence limfc_>0Oarg5(r(\¡/fe)e'  k,{dn}) is not equal to

arg 5(1, {d„}).  This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. The proof of Corollary 1. For the proof of Corollary 1 we define

a„ = (l-1 exp I,-1,       n = 5, 6, 7, • • -,
"     \     «(log«)2(loglog«)V       \!°S7

and show that B(z, {an}) and all its subproducts have a Ty-limit of modulus 1

at the point 1 for each number y greater than 1, while (1.3) is valid with

? = 1  for all t greater than 1.

We begin by noting that

1 -la„|       (log n)'-2

|l-a„|f     «(log log«)2

as «—> °°, so that  2™_s(l - la„l)/ll ~a„lf diverges if and only if t> 1.  It

remains to verify (1.8) and it will clearly be sufficient to show that

(3.1) Z->0
y20<0„<20 0? + |0-0„|

as 0 —► 0 + 0 for each number y greater than 1. Since this latter sum is an in-

creasing function of y when 0 G (0, 1) we may suppose, without loss of gener-

ality, that 7>2.

For a given positive number 0 we choose N so that logA^ < 0_1 <

log(iV + 1). Thus m < 9n < 20  implies that NVl<n<(N+ l)2.

Now, if Nx = [N + NQogN)2-*],N2 = [N - N(logN)2-*], we obtain

"i-i       1 - |a„| (Nx -N2)(log(N + l))T
S(N2,Nx-l) =  Z     _"     ,<-

n=N2 0T + |0 - 0„|     N2(logN2)2 (loglog7V2)2

\(iogiogAo2y

as N —> co# Using this notation we also obtain
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,2

S(Nx,(N,l)2)<(Nt)    -l°g"l°g(*+l)-

n=Nx  «(log«)2 0oglog«)2 log(n/(N + 1))

= 0((loglogAT)-1)

as AT —*■ oo, by application of the method of the Maclaurin integral test, noting

that the latter integral is

M-l

\N+ 1
loglogiAT + 1) - loglog [ fJ+ ;   )  ~ (7 - liloglogAf.

In the same way we obtain

5([VAq,/V2-l) = O((loglogA0-2)     Z     -¿Tñ-   asAT^oo.
n=ly/N] "log"'"

The general term in the latter sum increases with « when « < Nie and de-

creases when « > AVe.  Hence we can apply the method of the Maclaurin inte-

gral test in each of the cases y/N < « < AVe and N/e < n < (N + l)2  to ob-

tain S([s/N], N2-l) = 0((loglogN)~l  as N -* «,.

Since the sum on the left-hand side of (3.1) is bounded by

S(b/N], N2-\) + S(N2,NX - 1) + S(Nx, (N + l)2)

the relation (3.1) follows immediately, thus completing the proof of Corollary 1.

4. Limits of derivatives of Blaschke products. The work of Protas [5] has

led to the following two theorems.

Theorem C. Let {a„} be a Blaschke sequence such that

(4-1) Z  i^<-
»=i U-a„|'

for some t>\.  If k is an integer such that 0 < k < t - 1  then the function

B^(z, {bn}) has a Tt/(k+lylimit at 1 for each subsequence  {b„} of {a„}.

Theorem D. Let t>\, and let k be any nonnegative integer such that

0 < ft < / - 1. 7«e« for each number o greater than t/(k +1) f«ere is a

Blaschke product B(z, {an}) such that (4.1) holds but B^k\z, {a„}) does not

have a T0-limit at 1.

In the next theorem we note a result which is an immediate generalisation

of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1, and which leads to Theorem 4 in which we

find that the sufficiency condition of Theorem C can be weakened. We then de-
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duce the existence of a Blaschke sequence   {a„} for which B^\z, {a„}) has a

T -limit for ; = 1, 2, • • •, ft while (4.1) is false for certain values of t less

than (ft + 1)7.

Theorem 3. Let F be an arc defined as in Theorem 1, and let ft be a
iß

positive integer.  Let  {rne  "} be a Blaschke sequence such that

oo \ — r

(4.2) Y -Î—-?-<oo

n-i |i -rne     i

(4.3) lim Z-=0.
fl-o i40<0„<20 {1 - r(9)+ |0 -0„l}fc+1

Then limï_>1 z6r5^^(z, {bn}) exists for each subsequence   {bn} of {rnel "}.

iß
Theorem 4. Let [rne   "} be a Blaschke sequence such that (4.2) holds

and
i~r„

(4.4) lim 2- - = 0
0-0   >/20<|0„|<20   {07 + |0 - |0J|}*+1

for some positive integer ft   Then B^(z, {a„}) has a Ty-limit at 1.

Defining

we note [5] that

fc-Vfc - 1\ - (t + IV â7  Cl - la   I2)B^,K))=-ii . )z 5r^)(z)(/    m_   'ml)-
/=0\    y    /,„ = i (1 -flmzy+2

The method used to prove Theorem l(i) can then be applied to prove Theo-

rem 3, using the principle of mathematical induction with respect to ft. Theorem

4 follows immediately in the same way that Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1.

We conclude by noting the following deduction from Theorem 4.

Theorem 5. Let ft be a positive integer and let y > 1. Then there is a

Blaschke sequence {a„} = {rne' "} for which B^^, {an}) has a Ty-limit at

the point 1 for j = 1, 2, • • -, ft while (4.1) is false for each t> 1 + yk.

Let

a" = I1 - T1-V'" ">       " = 2> 3>
\    «alog«/
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where, to begin with, we assume that

(4.5) a>max(l,0),      0 < ß < ^-y

Then (1 - |a„|)/|l - a„|f ~ nßt~a/logn, as n —*■ °°, so that (4.1) is false if and

only if

(4.6) ßt>a-\,
iß

that is (4.2) holds with a„ = rne   "if and only if

(4.7) k + K(a- \)/ß.

For small positive values of 0 we define N so that (N + l)-" < 0 <N~P.

We also define p = 1 + ß - ßy, which implies that 0 < p < 1. Then for some

constant C we have

^ l-r„ c^p+ßy(k+l)-a      CNl+ß+ßyk-a

\n-N\<NP   {0T + |0 -0„|}fc+1 ^g^ log^

while the remaining terms of (4.4) are bounded by

y* oy03+l)(*+l)-at        CN(ß+ D(fc+l)-pfc-a     CNl+ß+ßyk-a

NP<\n-N\<CN,n(EN \N - n\k+1 logN 1°&N 1°&N

Hence the sum (4.4) has limit 0 as 0 —► 0 if (a- l)/ß> 1 + yk. Given ft

and 7 we find a and ß to satisfy (4.5), (4.7) and the equality (a - l)/ß =

1 + 7ft. Then (4.6) holds whenever r > 1 + 7ft, and the proof of Theorem 5

is complete.
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